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Abstract 
The need for the isolation selective monitoring for networks with the isolated neutral of 6, 10 kV is shown. The lack of 
monitoring systems possessing selectivity of action is presently noted. A possibility of isolation selective control on the basis of 
regime parameters measurement in networks of 6, 10 kV, such as voltage and currents at the beginning and the end of the line, 
and also angles between them is proved. According to the regime parameters measurement for the most difficult case, the line 
with tap, the analytical dependences for determination of isolation conductivity concerning the earth is given. Errors of the 
network conductivity determination concerning the earth in case of lines with tap in it are analyzed. It is shown that at isolation
conductivity determination of a network concerning the earth by the formulas offered the error won't exceed 10%. The increase 
of measurement accuracy can be provided with measurement of regime parameters at the beginning of the tap line. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction 
It is difficult to overestimate the role of isolation in power industry: in both reliability of power supply, and 
electrical safety, and fire and explosion safety. In spite of the fact that the first monitoring systems of isolation 
appeared on coal mines of England in 1912, this problem isn't solved yet. 
The analysis of the existing schemes of continuous control of isolation [1-14] showed that common fault for each 
of known schemes of isolation monitoring is the lack of action selectivity. Sites or accessions where there was a 
decrease in level of isolation concerning the earth, don't come to light, and, at best, the condition of a network 
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isolation in general is estimated. It results in emergence of electro dangerous situations or to failure of power supply 
[15]. 
The idea about the use of regime parameters of an electric network (currents and voltage at the beginning and the 
end of the line, and also shift angle between them) for continuous monitoring of isolation concerning the earth in 
networks with the isolated neutral was offered for the first time in [15]. 
Further this idea was developed and received official confirmation by the patent for the invention [16]. 
In radial electric networks with the isolated neutral realization of this idea doesn't cause any technical difficulties. 
However in practice the number of pure radial networks is considerably small among the networks of 6, 10 kV. 
The more difficult case is the existence of tap on the line. We will show the possibility of isolation conductivity 
determining of a network concerning the earth in this case. 
In fig. 1 the P-shaped equivalent circuit of one phase of the tap line is presented. 
Initial phase of voltage at the beginning of the line 1U  we accept equal to zero, therefore, 11 UU   voltage at the 
end of the main line, 222
\jeUU    tension at the end of the tap line, 333
\jeUU    where 2 and 3 – shift angles 
between voltage at the beginning of the main line and respectively in the ends of the main and tap lines. Angles 2
and 3 are necessary to be defined. 
Fig. 1. P-shaped equivalent circuit of a tap network section for one phase. 
Using the method of nodal potentials, we write the equations for a circuit in fig. 1: 
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where the conductivity of branches wiring in knots are defined as follows: 
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and the general conductivities between knots are equal: 
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Solving the system of equations given above, we get dependences for defining required conductivities Y  and 3Y :
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For simplification of expressions we will introduce the following symbols: 
;1111 IZUV
  (12) 
;*2222 IZUV
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  (14) 
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As a result we obtain the following: 
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From the equation (1) we state (express) 0U :
.
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Replacing the voltage 0U according to the expression (20) in the equation (1), and conductivity according to 
expressions (2-9) we will transform it to the following: 
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In the equation obtained we replace conductivities Y  and 3Y  with expressions (18, 19) and we consider that 
11 UU   , 222
\jeUU   , 333
\jeUU   . After a regrouping with association of members containing identical 
degrees at " e " and divisions on )32( \\ je  we receive the following equation: 
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The received equality (22) has to be true for the actual and imaginary parts. As a result we obtain the system of 
two equations concerning two unknowns – 2 and 3:
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To find 2 and 3  angles it is necessary to solve this system (for example, in Mathcad package by minimization 
of a mean square error method) [17-19]. 
For defining of formulas errors, numerical experiments on digital model of the analyzed network section were 
executed in a Mathcad Professional package [18, 20, 21]. 
The analysis of errors allows us to draw the following conclusions: 
x It is possible to determine precisely the total conductivity of isolation of the line concerning the earth by the 
offered formulas, thus the error won't exceed 10%. 
x The most significant errors are observed when determining tap line conductivity by means of the offered 
formulas, thus errors can be more than 10%. This results from the fact that the offered formulas don't contain 
information on regime parameters in a tap accession place (i.e. at the beginning of the tap line), and only data on 
mode parameters at the end of the tap line are used.  
However the last shortcoming can be almost completely excluded by installation of the recloser in a tap place. It 
has the opportunity to provide information on regime parameters at the beginning of tap (at the end of tap such 
opportunity is available). 
Thus, we received and investigated the analytical dependences allowing to define isolation conductivity 
concerning the earth according to the results of regime parameters measurement in distributive electric networks of 
6, 10  kV with taps. It provides possibility of selective continuous isolation monitoring in networks of 6, 10 kV. 
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